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Mr. Kofi Annan
Secretary-General
United Nations Secretariat
42nd Street, 1st Avenue
New York, N.Y 10017
United States of America

Sir,

Enclosed please find a copy of the second edition of On Being a Special Representative of
the Secretary-General, along with an Adobe Acrobat version on CD-Rom. The book and
CD-Rom are an outcome of the "UNITAR Programme for Briefing and Debriefing Special
and Personal Representatives and Envoys of the Secretary-General," which is designed to
preserve and pass on the lessons and valuable experience of S/RSGs and to ensure that these
are used to refine and enhance UN peace operations of all types. The text is based largely on
interviews with S/RSGs and, in order to convey their thoughts to the reader as directly as
possible, those interviewed are quoted throughout. Overall, the aim of the book is to bring
into sharp relief the host of challenges that S/RSGs must deal with in order to maximize the
effectiveness of UN peace missions.

The book and CD-Rom are being provided to all current and newly-appointed S/RSGs and
DSRSGs. Additionally, copies are being sent to those at Headquarters who support the work
of S/RSGs in order that they might be aware of the issues highlighted and to offer the best
support possible. Please note, however, that the understanding of those interviewed is that
this book is intended for confidential in-house UN use only and mil not be shared with those

outside the UN family.

A set of edited DVDs based on the interviews is also available upon request. Further, as part
of the same project, UNITAR has been organizing regular seminars for SRSGs and senior
Headquarters and Agency staff to provide a forum for sharing experience and lessons and

promoting dialogue.

Finally, we would like express our gratitude to the donors who have supported this project:
the Governments of Canada, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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Please let us know if you would like any further information or have any questions. We
very much hope that you will find the book useful to your important work.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of our highest consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Connie Peck MareelXlBoisard
Principal Coordinator U.N. Assistant Secretary-General

Programme in Peacemaking, Preventive Diplomacy Executive Director, UNITAR




